
# 2255, FULLY FURNISHED 2-BEDROOM
CONDO WITH PARTIAL MARINA VIEWS IN
FISHING LODGE IN CAP CANA 

  Condominium.   $ 475,000  

Cap Cana, Dominican Republic
Stunning 2 Bedroom Condo With Marina View at Fishing Lodge Cap Cana
Introducing your coastal oasis! Nestled within the prestigious Fishing Lodge are in the stunning Cap
Cana community, this 2-bedroom condo offers a captivating blend of comfort, luxury, and
breathtaking views. Situated perfectly to provide serene Placeta views and a partial glimpse of the
vibrant marina, this fully furnished residence promises an extraordinary living experience. Step
inside this meticulously designed condo, where every detail has been carefully crafted to create a
harmonious atmosphere. This condo offers a sophisticated setting for hosting intimate gatherings
or savoring delightful meals with loved ones. Imagine indulging in a delicious dinner while admiring
the placeta views or catching glimpses of the marina's lively atmosphere through the terrace. The
fully equipped kitchen offers a haven for culinary enthusiasts, featuring top-of-the-line appliances,
ample storage space, and sleek countertops. Prepare gourmet meals with ease and enjoy the
convenience of a functional layout designed for both style and functionality. The primary suite is a
serene retreat, boasting a peaceful ambiance. Pamper yourself in the en-suite bathroom, complete
with modern fixtures, a spacious shower, and luxurious finishes. The second bedroom is equally
inviting, providing a comfortable space for guests or family members. As part of the prestigious
Fishing Lodge community, residents have access to a wide range of amenities. Take a dip in the
sparkling pool, soak up the sun on the sundeck, or embark on a leisurely stroll through the
beautifully landscaped grounds. Explore the marina, where you can witness the beauty of luxury
yachts and enjoy waterfront dining at its finest. This exceptional condo comes fully furnished,
ensuring a seamless move-in experience and allowing you to immediately embrace the relaxed
coastal lifestyle. Simply unpack your bags and start making memories in this idyllic retreat. Don't
miss the opportunity to own a piece of paradise in the Fishing Lodge in Cap Cana. Whether you are
seeking a tranquil getaway or a lucrative investment, this 2-bedroom condo offers the perfect blend
of comfort, style, and breathtaking views. Schedule a viewing today and immerse yourself in the
allure of this exceptional residence.

Name Alex Bucher
Phone 1(849)912-2545

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  2
Bath :  2

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  1937

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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